The BAGUA

POWER • WEALTH
ABUNDANCE

Generate Cash Flow
Increase Prosperity
Fire
Red • Purple

FAME • FUTURE
REPUTATION

Increase Recognition
Become Well Known
Fire
Red • Orange

LOVE • MARRIAGE
RELATIONSHIPS

Attract Love
Improve Self-Esteem
Fire
Red • Pink

FAMILY • HEALTH
COMMUNITY

Cultivate Social Life
Improve Health & Family Ties
Wood
Green

WELL-BEING
BALANCE

Recover From Illness
Increase Athletic Abilities
Earth
Yellow • Brown

CREATIVITY
CHILDREN • LEGACY

Unblock Creativity
Connect with Children
Metal
White • Gray • Metallic

KNOWLEDGE
WISDOM • HARMONY

Encourage Self-Growth
Cultivate Peaceful Life
Water
Blue • Black

SELF • CAREER
WORK

Switch Career Fields
Meet New Work Goals
Water
Blue • Black

COMPASSION • TRAVEL
HELPFUL PEOPLE

Attract Clients or Mentors
Travel or Relocate
Metal
White • Gray • Metallic

ORIENT WITH PRIMARY ENTRANCE ALONG THIS LINE
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